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We have a replication 
problem…



• Ionnidis (2005), PLOS Medicine, most published research findings are false.


• Prinz et al. (2011), Nature Reviews Drug Discovery, around 65% of cancer 
biology studies do not replicate.


• Button et al. (2013), Nature Reviews Neuroscience, small sample size 
undermines the reliability of neuroscience.


• MacLeod et al. (2014), Lancet, 85% of biomedical research resources are 
wasted.


• Baker (2015), Nature, 90% of scientists recognise a ‘reproducibility crisis’. 


• Nosek & Errington (2017), eLife, out of first 5 replication attempts of preclinical 
cancer biology work, only 2 have replicated. 


• Eisner (2018), Journal of Molecular and Cellular Cardiology. Reproducibility of 
science: Fraud, impact factors and carelessness.

Replication and Reproducibility in 
Science



How did we get to 
where we are?



2011 - 2012
In 2011, the Journal of Personality and Social Psychology 
published a paper by Daryl Bem showing that the future 
can influence the present - in one study, participants were 
better able to recall words that they were later randomly 
assigned to rehearse.


This paper used standard statistical methods and ways of 
doing science.


So, either physics is wrong or the way in which we have 
been doing science is wrong. 


Nelson, L.D,  Simmons, J. & Simonsohn, U. (2018). Psychology’s Renaissance. Annual Review of Psychology. 



2011 - 2012
Again in 2011, Simmons, Nelson, and Simonsohn 
published the paper “False-Positive Psychology: 
Undisclosed Flexibility in Data Collection and Analysis 
Allows Presenting Anything as Significant” in 
Psychological Science.


They show that selectively reporting data (e.g., dropping 
participants, ‘problematic’ trials) and selectively reporting 
analyses (e.g., only reporting comparisons that are 
significant) results in vastly inflated false positives.


Later termed p-hacking.
Nelson, L.D,  Simmons, J. & Simonsohn, U. (2018). Psychology’s Renaissance. Annual Review of Psychology. 





2011 - 2012

Doyen et al. (2012) failed to replicate the influential Bargh 
work on social priming - that priming participants with 
words that activate stereotypes of elderly people results in 
those participants walking more slowly.


In 2011, Brian Nosek set up replication attempts to try to 
determine how big a replication issue psychology might be 
facing. This resulted in the establishment of the Centre for 
Open Science (2012).   


Nelson, L.D,  Simmons, J. & Simonsohn, U. (2018). Psychology’s Renaissance. Annual Review of Psychology. 







Power Posing - 2010 vs. 2016

https://www.theguardian.com/politics/shortcuts/2016/sep/28/george-osbornes-power-
pose-the-science-proves-feeble



Failed replications or effect sizes 
much smaller than in the original…

• Power posing


• Ego depletion


• Social priming


• Marshmallow test performance predicts future achievement


• Stanford prison experiment 


• Growth mindset


• Any others you know of?

https://digest.bps.org.uk/2016/09/16/ten-famous-psychology-findings-that-its-been-difficult-to-replicate/



Why are so many studies not 
replicating?

• There are too many studies with experimental power too low to 
detect the effect size of interest.


• One of the consequences of a low powered study is that when 
real effects are detected their magnitude is likely to be over-
estimated. 


• Studies which find the effect are published and studies that don’t 
are not published -  due to a bias to publish positive results. 


• Future work may use the published effect size during a priori 
power analysis (and then fail to find the effect as the new study is 
effectively under-powered for what it’s looking for).



• Button et al. (2013), Nature Reviews Neuroscience, small 
sample size undermines the reliability of neuroscience. Nord et 
al., (2017), Journal of Neuroscience, highlight wide 
heterogeneity in power in neuroscience studies.



How big an issue is replication for 
Psychology?



270 authors tried to replicate 
100 experiments drawn from 
high profile Psychology 
journals - Psychological 
Science, Journal of Personality 
and Social Psychology, and 
Journal of Experimental 
Psychology: Learning, 
Memory, and Cognition. 

https://science.sciencemag.org/content/349/6251/aac4716

Estimating the reproducibility of psychological science (Nosek et al., 2015) 

https://science.sciencemag.org/content/349/6251/aac4716


https://science.sciencemag.org/content/349/6251/aac4716

The p-values for the replication set formed a very different 
distribution to the p-values of the original studies.  Similarly with 
the distribution of effect sizes.



2018 - Many Labs 2
186 authors from 36 nations attempted to replicate 28 
findings with ~7,000 participants per study. 


Average sample size was 64x times the size of the original.


50% of the original studies replicated.


The effect sizes in three quarters of the replications were 
smaller than the size of the original effect sizes and the effect 
sizes of 9 of the studies were in the opposite direction to the 
original!









What’s gone wrong?



The Academic Incentive Structure

We live in a publish or perish culture.


Publication number, where you publish, and 
citations are all used (either explicitly or 
implicitly) in appointment and promotion 
committees.


REF’s definition of 3* and 4* research (although 
this looks like it could be changing).



Is there not just “good science” and “bad science”?

Without realising it, good scientists have been 
engaging in questionable research practices (QRPs) 
partly driven by an incentive structure that doesn’t 
incentivise good scientific practice… 



Problems include p-hacking, lack of power, HARKing, failing 
(refusal) to share data and code, too many researcher degrees 
of freedom…

Munafo et al. (2017), Nature Human Behaviour



“the overwhelming majority of published findings are 
statistically significant (Fanelli 2012, Greenwald 1975, 
Sterling 1959). On the other hand, the overwhelming 
majority of published studies are underpowered and, thus, 
theoretically unlikely to obtain results that are statistically 
significant.” 





https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-019-01307-2



Replicable Science is when someone else can run a study the 
same as or conceptually equivalent to your one, and find a 
similar pattern of effects.


Reproducible Science is when someone else can take your 
data and your analysis code, run it and then find the same 
effects that you have reported. 

Distinguishing between replicability and 
reproducibility (note, both are important!)



How do we make our science more replicable?


How do we make our science more reproducible?



A move towards open science…

Sins include p-hacking, lack 
of power, HARKing, failing 
(refusal) to share data and 
code, too many researcher 
degrees of freedom…

You really should read this book!



Andrew Gelman gives the following recommendations to 
researchers:


• Analyze all your data.


• Present all your comparisons.


• Make your data public.


• Put in the effort to take accurate measurements (low 
bias, low variance, and a large enough sample size).


• Do repeated-measures comparisons where possible.

http://www.stat.columbia.edu/~gelman/



Open Science practices include…


• Pre-registering experiments.


• Registered reports.


• Using preprint servers (e.g., bioRxiv, PsyArXiv).


• Making data and analysis code freely available 
(e.g., via GitHub, OSF).


• Open access to journal articles.


• …and more.



Open Science recently recognised 
by G7 Science Ministers…



In REF2021 UoA Environment…

is beginning to appear in tenure-track 
job adverts…



and is forming part of Universities’ 
teaching manifestos.



Part of doing better science involves 
knowing how to build appropriate 

statistical models, and how to 
understand what those models are 
telling you (and what they are not…)



• Appropriately powered studies for the effect size of 
interest, appropriately analysed. 


• Consider data simulation prior to data collection (does 
my design provide me with the richness I need to build 
my model and detect the minimal effect size of interest?)


• Consider additions and alternatives to NHST where 
appropriate. 


• Recognition that our research should focus on revealing 
what effects are likely to be real, rather than just statistical 
significance.  We need to remember what significance is 
(and what it isn’t).

Understanding Statistics



ASA Principles on p-values
1. p-values can indicate how incompatible the data are with a specified 

statistical model. 


2. p-values do not measure the probability that the studied hypothesis is true, 
or the probability that the data were produced by random chance alone. 


3. Scientific conclusions and business or policy decisions should not be based 
only on whether a p-value passes a specific threshold. 


4. Proper inference requires full reporting and transparency.


5. A p-value, or statistical significance, does not measure the size of an effect 
or the importance of a result. 


6. By itself, a p-value does not provide a good measure of evidence regarding 
a model or hypothesis. 

Ronald L. Wasserstein & Nicole A. Lazar (2016) The ASA's Statement on p-Values: Context, Process, and Purpose, The 
American Statistician, 70:2, 129-133, DOI: 10.1080/00031305.2016.1154108 



"All models are wrong, 
but some are useful”, 

George Box



How do you do Open 
Science?



Before Data Collection
• Specify your hypotheses and analysis plan.


• Pre-register your hypotheses and analysis plan at 
osf.io 


• Consider data simulation so that you can write your 
analysis script before you have your real data.


• Consider submitting as a registered report - currently 
186 journals now support this route. This involves 
acceptance in principle before you have even started 
collecting your data.

http://osf.io


https://cos.io/rr/?_ga=2.49773158.1336120275.1555407527-1361001319.1494339346

Registered Reports



After Data Collection
• You need to use analysis software that allows for open 

sharing and reproducibility of the entire data wrangling/
analysis/write-up workflow. 

Hadley Wickham and Garrett Grolemund



• You can share your data at osf.io or on GitHub:



• alongside your analysis code 



And preserve it with a DOI via Zenodo



Using R for Data Analysis



“Hadley Wickham, the Man Who Revolutionized R”

Chief Scientist at 
RStudio, author of 
key R packages incl. 
ggplot2, tidyr, 
dplyr - all 
components of the 
tidyverse. 

https://priceonomics.com/hadley-wickham-the-man-who-revolutionized-r/



What role can R play 
in Open Science?

• R scripts are easy to share allowing for reproducibility 
and easy public sharing of data and code. 


• R is free, open source software that is much more 
flexible and powerful than SPSS.


• There is an active R community continuously updating 
statistical tests and packages that run in R.


• As R is a programming language, it forces you to know 
your data.



Available electronically for free at:

http://r4ds.had.co.nz

http://r4ds.had.co.nz




Handy list of Psychology 
groups that teach R, 
plus links to course 
materials - list compiled 
by Andy Wills at 
Plymouth.

https://ajwills72.github.io/rminr/rminrinpsy.html



My (free!) M-Level R Course 
For Psychologists

https://github.com/ajstewartlang/Psychology_MRes_Stats_R_Course



Journals 
recognise OS 
practices



https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-018-07118-1

Registered reports are fundamentally 
changing the shape of the publishing 
landscape.



Other considerations if you 
want to do more open and 

reproducible science…



Sharing your computational 
environment



Consider a multiverse 
analytical approach



Realise that actual effect sizes may be 
much smaller than Cohen thought…



With lots of variability 
between sub-disciplines…



Set up your own Open Science 
Working Group

• Open Science Working Group at Manchester founded in 
November by myself and Caroline Jay (Computer Science) - 
subscribe to our listserve:


https://listserv.manchester.ac.uk/cgi-bin/wa?REPORT=OPEN_RESEARCH 

• Lots of OS activities incl. reproducibility journal club 
(ReproducibiliTea) meeting fortnightly.


• Visit from Dorothy Bishop next year (Feb 26th) to talk about 
reproducibility - you’re all invited! 


• Check out the Network of Open Science Working groups: 
https://osf.io/vgt3x/

https://listserv.manchester.ac.uk/cgi-bin/wa?REPORT=OPEN_RESEARCH


North West Open Science 
Network

• We are part of a broader network in the NW including 
Lancaster, Keele, MMU.


• We are also part of the UK Reproducibility Network 
funded/supported by UKRI, research England, MRC, 
NERC, ESRC, Wellcome, Universities UK, JISC, British 
Neuroscience Association (amongst others).


• Links to Project Tier, The Carpentries, Software 
Sustainability Institute, The Turing Way etc. 



https://www.jisc.ac.uk/blog/how-do-you-deal-with-a-problem-like-reproducibility-29-
nov-2018

The UK Reproducibility 
Network



https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/00220485.2012.659647

Project TIER



https://www.software.ac.uk/about/manifesto

The Software Sustainability 
Institute



Lots of Open Science-
related talks and 
activities in the pipeline 
incl. Lancaster June 4 
for PhD students, RUM 
workshop on using 
Binder to reproduce 
your computational 
environment (June 12), 
CarpentryConnect 
workshop Manchester, 
June 25/26/27.



Now is a HUGELY exciting time to be 
working as a psychologist - we are 

all part of a renaissance of the 
methods we use to conduct, analyse, 
and report psychological research…



Thank You!

andrew.stewart@manchester.ac.uk


@ajstewart_lang


https://listserv.manchester.ac.uk/cgi-bin/wa?REPORT=OPEN_RESEARCH

Slides here: 
 https://ajstewartlang.github.io/talks/

Keele_Staffs_talk.pdf 

mailto:andrew.stewart@manchester.ac.uk
https://listserv.manchester.ac.uk/cgi-bin/wa?REPORT=OPEN_RESEARCH
https://ajstewartlang.github.io/talks/Keele_Staffs_talk.pdf
https://ajstewartlang.github.io/talks/Keele_Staffs_talk.pdf

